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Event Host & MC Jayden Jamison

2021 Carl Sciortino Trans Ally Awards 
 - Michael Cox of Black & Pink Massachusetts
 - Congresswoman Ayanna Pressley

Inaugural Trans Excellent Award
 - Gunner Scott 
    MTPC’s First Executive Director

Inaugural Trans Activist Award
 - Jahaira DeAlto

Performance by Black Bear Extraordinaire

A special tribute to MTPC’s founding members

Our vision for lived equity for trans communities in 
Massachusetts

Event Program



Massachusetts Transgender  
Political Coalition

General Inquiries:
info@masstpc.org 

office: 617-778-0519
mobile: 617-286-9334 

Mailing Address:
PO Box 960784

Boston, MA 02196

masstpc.org 
facebook.com/masstpc
instagram: @masstpc

twitter: @masstpc

Executive Director
Tre’Andre Valentine 

Steering Committee
Kaden Mohamed, chair

Grace Sterling-Stowell, treasurer 
Lee West, clerk

Alexandra Chandler
Casey Pons

Hema Sarang-Sieminski 
Michelle Tat



Founded in 2001, the Massachusetts Transgender Political Coalition (MTPC) is 
an advocacy, education, and community leadership organization that works to 
ensure the wellbeing, safety, and lived equity of all trans, nonbinary, and 
gender expansive community members in Massachusetts. While there are 
many advocacy organizations focused broadly on the LGBTQ+ communities, 
MTPC is the only statewide advocacy organization focused solely on our 
communities – led by trans people, for trans people.

MTPC creates awareness and counteracts the effects of stigmatization, dis-
crimination, and violence through policy changes, public education campaigns 
like the “I AM: Trans People Speak” campaign, which gained national attention, 
and building power within transgender communities through leadership 
development, community education, and collective action.

MTPC provides a consistent voice to key decision-makers about the lives of all 
trans, nonbinary, and gender expansive communities in Massachusetts. In 2006, 
MTPC began building a broad coalition for transgender equal rights, sponsoring 
the first statewide legislation to protect transgender people. After a 5-year 
campaign, Massachusetts became the 16th state to add gender identity 
protections in areas of employment, housing, credit/lending, and education. 

In 2013, MTPC led the coalition to file critical legislation protecting trans people 
in public places such as hotels, restaurants, medical offices, theatres, retail 
stores, public transportation, etc. Gender identity was added to the public 
accommodations law in 2016. When there was an effort to repeal the law, MTPC 
co-chaired the campaign that saw MA residents defend and uphold these 
protections at the November ballot. In 2018, Massachusetts became the 18th 
state to fully protect transgender people from discrimination under the law.

In addition to our legislative advocacy, MTPC has provided assistance, 
resources, and leadership opportunities for trans, nonbinary and gender 
expansive communities. In 2015, MTPC started the ID Project, adding partners 
GLAD and law firm Ropes & Gray to provide free legal assistance to community 
members with name and gender marker changes on identity documents. We 
also continue to co-host the Trans Youth and Parent Summit with BAGLY and 
GBPFLAG, and provide trans-inclusivity training in schools, businesses, and 
organizations across the Commonwealth.

About MTPC



Who We Are

Tre’Andre Valentine he/they 
Executive Director
Tre’Andre is a queer and trans indigenous Carib 
Indian and Black immigrant (with South Asian 
ancestry) from the Republic of Trinidad and Tobago. 
They have over 10 years of experience in supporting 
LGBTQ+ survivors of domestic violence, grassroots 
organizing, community engagement, fundraising, 
training facilitation, educational programming and 
development, specializing in anti-oppression and 
LGBTQ+ inclusion.

Kaden Mohamed he/him/his 
Steering Committee Chair
The last year has been challenging in so many 
ways for much of our community in MA, across 
the country, and around the world. As we come 
together to celebrate MTPC’s 20th anniversary, 
I thank you all for your ongoing support over the 
last year of hardship and the last two decades. 
As we reflect on the last 20 years of hard work, 
advocacy, and community building, we celebrate 
everything we’ve accomplished together but are also looking ahead 
to the work to make Massachusetts a place where our trans, nonbinary, 
and gender expansive communities can truly experience lived equity. 
I am grateful that you’re on this 20 year journey with us and I can’t wait 
to see what we can accomplish together in the next twenty!

A Note from the Chair



MTPC works to ensure the wellbeing, safety, and lived equity of 
all trans, nonbinary, and gender expansive community 
members in Massachusetts. 

We educate the public; advocate at state, local, and systemic 
levels; and through collective action we mobilize community, 
engage in capacity building, and advance community wellness 
and prosperity. 
 

We envision a world where all trans, nonbinary, and gender 
expansive people are valued and celebrated, fully participate 
and thrive in allareas of society, and actualize our full potential 
and self-determination to shape the future.

 

 • Build broad-based participation and community power; 
 • Build a statewide presence and serve all of Massachusetts; 
 • Support the development of leaders and coalitions; 
 • Draw strength from all of our communities’ experiences 
   and identities; 
 • Learn from our history and evolve consciously;
 • Honor the experiences and voices of elders and youth;
 • Be accountable to the communities in which we work.

Mission

Vision

We Work To:



 Trans Leadership 
        Centering by trans, for trans. 

 Accessibility
       Making information and resources easily comprehensible and 
       readily available; providing accommodations for disabled 
       persons in all areas of our work.

 Collective Liberation 
       Dream big; being as imaginative as we can in meeting our 
       goals; pushing for liberation of all peoples in our work and 
       partnerships.

 Power Sharing 
       Collaboration and community input in our work; operating 
       without centralizing power in one person or one organization.

 Transparency 
       Being open and honest about our process and decision making. 

 Humility 
       Knowing our place in community; being open to learning and 
       approaching things in a new way.

 Empathy 
       Being understanding of everyone we touch, their backgrounds 
       and what they face.

Values



We honor the full range of all trans, nonbinary, and gender 
expansive identities and experiences. As we collectively 
struggle against all forms of oppression, MTPC serves as a 
political home to support, mobilize, and advocate for our 
community.
 
We understand oppression to be the experience of 
repeated, widespread, systemic injustice based on but not 
limited to: race, ethnicity, gender identity, gender expression, 
class, disability status, sexuality, sex assigned at birth, 
education, religion, nationality, immigration status, age, size/
BMI, language capacity, HIV status, and history of incarceration 
and court involvement.
 
We are committed to creating a culture of intersectional and 
multigenerational learning; building and sharing community 
power; and participating in community mobilization, and 
coalition building. Although MTPC’s work focuses on the 
wellbeing, safety, and lived equity of all trans, nonbinary, and 
gender expansive people, ultimately, our work is inherently 
tied to the collective liberation of all oppressed peoples.

Political Analysis



Thank you to the PTR Host Committee!
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Headshots courtesy of the honorees.



of Vietnam who is known to set a hearts 
ablazing when he steps on stage. A veteran 
with 15+ years under his drag belt, he has 
performed throughout the country and 
internationally. On the national stage, he reigns 
as Mister Gay United States Male Illusionist 
2016 and also has a drag documentary, Kings, 
Queens & In Betweens. In the local Boston 
scene, he’s helped revive the drag king scene 
by teaching 46 new drag kings through the King 
For A Day drag king workshop. On his free time, 
Jayden is a speaker with the LGBTQ+ speaker 
organization Boston SpeakOut and does 
independent programming for queer youth.

Event Host & MC

Performance by:
Black Bear Extraordinaire
they/them/theirs 
 

is a 31-year old Black, Queer and Trans 
Theminine spoken word artist, singer, 
lyricist, activist, and Dorchester, MA native 
and recent Atlanta transplant. Their work is 
heavily influenced by each of their identities 
and how they intersect. When creating art, 
they try to bring their full and authentic self 
so that people who listen can do the same. 
Their recent EP “We Shall Overcome” is 
available on major streaming services.

Jayden Jamison he/him/his is a drag king from the jungles 



2021 Carl Sciortino Trans Ally
Award Honorees

Michael Cox he/him/his 
Executive Director, Black & Pink

Michael is a butch queen on a two-fold mission to 
dismantle the prison system and to find alternatives 
to the ways society governs through crime. His work 
is informed by his lived experience in the prison 
system, his scholarship, and the endless stream 
of letters from our inside members. He is also the 
administrator of the Massachusetts Bail Fund, and 
a member of the Special Commission to Study the 
Health and Safety of LGBTQI Prisoners. His work 

Congresswoman Ayanna Pressley
she/her/hers
Congresswoman Pressley is an advocate, a 
policy-maker, an activist, and a survivor. 
She is the first woman of color to be elected 
to Congress from Massachusetts. Like many 
in her district, Congresswoman Pressley has 
endured numerous hardships throughout her 
life, and it is because of those experiences 
that she remains a dedicated activist who’s 
devoted to creating robust and informed 

focuses on improving conditions of confinement and decarceration for 
LGBTQI+ people and those living with HIV. 

policies that speak to the intersectionality of her district’s lived 
experiences. She believes that the people closest to the pain should 
be closest to the power and that a diversity of voices in the political 
process is essential to making policies that benefit more Americans.



Inaugural Trans Excellence 
Award Honoree

Gunner Scott he/him/his 
MTPC’s First Executive Director
Gunner is the founder/principal of Making Waves 
Coaching & Consulting, which supports artists, 
activists, creatives, and entrepreneurs in developing 
their practice. Gunner was a founding member and 
the first Executive Director of MTPC, where he led a 
five-year legislative campaign for the Transgender 
Equal Rights bill, which passed the Massachusetts 
legislature in 2011. Additionally, he is a Senior 
Communications Engagement Planner with King 
County Metro and is the Board Vice-President 
for Seattle Counseling Services, the oldest 
LGBTQ-focused community mental health 
agency in the world and an advisor to the 
Institute for Liberatory Innovation.



Inaugural Trans Activist 
Award Honoree

Jahaira DeAlto she/her/hers

Jahaira was an outspoken advocate for 
marginalized communities at an inter-
sectional level, galvanizing people of 
different races, socioeconomic status, 
sexualities, genders, and more together 
to uplift each other through the common 
experience of feeling cast out by their 
communities. After opening her home 
in an act of kindness, she was killed in 
May. “Love covers a village.” 

Athena Vaughn she/her/hers
Athena Vaughn, also known as Athena Khan, 
is legendary in the Ballroom community and 
has been doing LGBTQ work for over 15 years. 
During the last 7-8 years, she has worked with 
transgender communities at Fenway Health, 
as a Consultant for the Life Skills program, 
Senior Transgender Health Navigator for Fen-
way Health/AIDS Action Committee as well as 
overseeing the Transcend Program. 
“I love working with my community because 

March 4, 1979 - May 2, 2021

they need someone to show them unconditional love and support, to not 
make promises, but to do what you say you are going to do; someone to 
walk with them and fight with them.” 



Honoring MTPC’s Founding Members

Jennifer Levi
all pronouns

Cole Thaler
he/him/his

 Mycroft Masada
they/them/their(s)

Grace Sterling Stowell
she/her/hers

Holly Ryan
she/her/hers

Diego Miguel Sanchez, APR 
he/him/his, él
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Foley Hoag proudly supports The Massachusetts 

Transgender Political Coalition and  

2021 Professionals for Trans Rights. 
  

We congratulate Michael Cox,  

2021 Carl Sciortino Trans Alley Award honoree.

www.foleyhoag.com



www.seyfarth.com

Belong at Seyfarth.
We do not just talk about belonging. Cultivating 
cultures where people can be seen, connect, are 
supported, and find pride in their work and teams 
is something we intentionally pursue because 
belonging, inclusion, and diversity are important to 
us. Seyfarth’s innovative programs—inside the firm 
and in partnership with our clients—help grow our 
population of attorneys from underrepresented 
groups, and provide a platform where they can thrive.

Seyfarth is a proud supporter of the Massachusetts 
Transgender Political Coalition. Congratulations to 
tonight’s honorees!

©2021 Seyfarth Shaw LLP #21-7803 R1



OUR TRANS 
COMMUNITY
Congratulations MTPC on 20 
years of groundbreaking work 
for trans rights and equity! We 
are with you in this fight. 





ANDY  
BERNSTEIN
Video Production &  
Photography

PHOTOGRAPHY INQUIRIES:
abernstein.photo

VIDEO INQUIRIES:
abernstein.video



PROUD SPONSOR OF THE

11th Annual 
Professionals for 

Trans Rights

Special thanks to tonight’s honorees  
for their exemplary work to ensure  
that all individuals are valued and  

celebrated equally every day.

We stand by your vision for lived equality  
for trans communities in Massachusetts.





Please help MTPC thank 
our generous sponsors

Diamond

Silver

Gold



Please help MTPC thank 
our generous sponsors

Bronze

Partners

Peg Preble



Supporters

Forever Grateful -CJ’s Mom

Please help MTPC thank 
our generous sponsors

Now more than ever, we must unite 
across all diverse communities in 
support of the transgender community 
and trans rights. Thank you to everyone 
across the MTPC network who is doing 
the work day in and day out.

Congratulations on 20 years 
of making change fortrans, 

non-binary, and gender 
diverse adults, youth, 
seniors, and families. 

I am so proud of MTPC!

Congrats MTPC!  Here's to 20 
more years of collaboration 
to advance gender equity, 
trans rights, racial justice, 

and safety for all.



Dedicated in Love and Honor 
to Jahaira DeAlto

March 4, 1979 - May 2, 2021

Beloved community member, 
dear friend, and mother to many.


